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ABSTRACT

In CCSDS File Delivery Protocol (CFDP), four acknowledged modes essentially have an identical
protocol for initializing and closing a file delivery. In this protocol, the system occasionally run into
a state in which Sender has closed the transaction and Receiver has not closed the transaction. In this
paper, we point out the danger of such state being prolonged. Such a state can be prolonged due to
link occultation, extremely long propagation delay, or implementation caused by common
misinterpretation of the protocol specification. We provide two failure scenarios, which occur in
such a state. Then, we discuss ways of preventing such failures.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) has concentrated on
the task of providing flexible and efficient transfer of various data in wide variety of mission
configurations, from relatively simple low earth orbit spacecraft to complex arrangements of orbiters
and landers supported by multiple transmission links [1]-[3]. In any mission scenarios, the major two
constraints of space missions are system resource restriction and environmental restriction. The
system resource which may be restricted in one or both of the entities involved in an end-to-end data
transfer may include computational power and memory capacities, driven by the need for expensive
parts qualification and also the need to limit power, weight and volume in the remote end system.
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The environmental restriction may include noisy, bandwidth limited, asymmetric, and interrupted
communication links with very long propagation delays. In response to these factors, the CCSDS
File Delivery Protocol (CFDP) has been developed such that it has quite different features from
terrestrial ARQ (Automatic Repeat reQuest) in delivering a file reliably.

The CFDP offers selectable reliability option depending on mission requirements and transmission
capability. The reliability of a transaction is determined by whether the transaction is chosen to
operate in unacknowledged or one of the four acknowledged modes (immediate NAK, deferred
NAK, asynchronous NAK, and prompt NAK modes.) In unacknowledged mode, failures of PDU
(protocol data unit) delivery are not reported to Sender and therefore cannot be repaired, although
errors will be detected by the receiving entity and the erroneous PDUs are discarded. Accordingly,
reception of the complete file is not guaranteed. The unacknowledged mode is appropriate where
two-way communication is not possible, where incomplete transmission is acceptable, or where the
underlying communication mechanism already ensures reliable data transfer. In an acknowledged
mode, Receiver informs Sender of any undelivered file segment or ancillary data. The major contrast
of CFDP to terrestrial ARQ (Automatic Repeat reQuest) is that Receiver does not send ACK
(Acknowledge) of a file segment. Receiver only sends NAK message when an error in delivering a
file segment is detected. NAK message contains the list of file segments that are perceived by
Receiver to be missing and are requested for retransmission. Upon reception of a NAK, Sender
retransmits all the file segments in the NAK’s list. The four acknowledged modes share a common
acknowledgement mechanism but differ in when the NAKs are issued so that a mode is chosen for
different mission scenarios. All four acknowledged modes have essentially an identical protocol for
initializing and closing a file delivery; namely, EOF, ACK(EOF), FIN, ACK(FIN), etc. In this paper,
we call to attention that wrong choices of parameters and/or a subtle misinterpretation the
specification [4] in implementing the protocol can lead to failure in achieving reliable
communication.  We provide scenarios in which the reliable delivery fails. In the next section, we
describe the protocol for closing a transaction (CDFP terminology for file delivery). Then, we
provide a failure scenario.

ON PROTOCOL FOR TRANSACTION INITIATION AND CLOSURE

In this section we briefly describe the part of the CFDP functioning for initiating and closing the
transaction. Figure 1 illustrates a sequence of events taking place according to the protocol.
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Figure 1

Sender initiates a transaction by sending a special message called “metadata”, which we denote by
M. The metadata includes important information regarding the transaction such as the file size,
Source entity ID, Destination entity ID, Options, etc. Among these we need to note the “file size”.
Following the transmission of the metadata, the transmitter starts transmitting the file data segments
(FDs). (To be more in detail, metadata, the file data segments, and other messages like EOF and
ACKs to be discussed are all encapsulated into protocol data units (PDUs), and PDUs are
transmitted.) When the metadata PDU is received, Receiver knows that a new transaction has begun.
If the metadata is lost (error), Receiver knows that the metadata is missing when other protocol data
unit from the same transaction is received. (In this case, Receiver will receive a file data PDU of a
transaction before its metadata. Each protocol data unit includes the transaction id in its header, so
Receiver can detect the missing M.) In this case CFDP ’s NAK mechanism will cause retransmission



of the metadata. After transmitting the last data FD, Sender is supposed to transmit a special message
referred to as EOF (End Of File). Upon receiving the EOF message, Receiver is supposed to send its
acknowledgement, ACK(EOF) back to Sender. In order to cope with the event of EOF loss (error),
Sender sets EOF-timer whenever transmitting EOF. If the timer expires without receiving the
ACK(EOF), Sender transmits EOF again. After Receiver receives EOF, Receiver transmits a special
message FIN to Sender when all data segments are received without a missing segment. The
issuance of FIN may not take place immediately after the reception of EOF as there may be missing
FDs. Upon receiving the FIN, Sender sends its acknowledgement ACK(FIN) and close the
transaction (termination). In order to cope with the event of FIN loss (error), Receiver sets
retransmission timer whenever issuing FIN. If the timer expires without receiving ACK(FIN),
Sender transmits FIN again. Upon receiving ACK(FIN), Receiver closes the transaction. The
protocol for initiating and closing a transaction is described by Sender’s and Receiver’s finite state
machines in Figure 2 and Figure 3. At this point, we pay attention to what Sender or Receiver has
done after it closed the transaction. The implementers of the protocol can easily be lead to think that
Sender or Receiver can ignore any events regarding the already closed transaction. However, with
such implementation, we can find failure scenarios. The next section provides two such failure
scenarios.

States Event Action Next State

Transaction start up Receiving
put-request

Starts to send PDU Sending file

Receiving NAK Retransmits requested PDUs Sending file
Sending file

Last FD is sent Sends EOF and sets EOF-timer Wasting for
ACK(EOF)

Receiving NAK Retransmits requested PDUs Waiting for
ACK(EOF)

Receiving
ACK(EOF)

N/A Waiting for FINWaiting for
ACK(EOF)

EOF-timer expires Sends EOF again and set EOF-
timer

Waiting for
ACK(EOF)

Receiving FIN Sends ACK(FIN) and closes
transaction

Transaction
completionWaiting for FIN

Receiving NAK Retransmits requested PDUs Waiting for FIN

Transaction
completion

Figure 2 CFDP FSM Table: Sender



States Event Action Next State

Transaction
start up

Receiving any PDU Processes and stores PDU Receiving file

Triggered to send
NAK

Sends NAK and sets NAK-
timer

Receiving file

Receiving EOF

If missing PDU still exists
   Sends ACK(EOF)
If all PDUs are received
   Sends ACK(EOF) and   FIN
   Set FIN-timer

If missing PDU still exists
Receiving file

If all PDUs are received
   Waiting for ACK(FIN)

Receiving file

All PDUs and EOF
are received

Sends FIN and sets FIN timer Waiting for ACK(FIN)

Receiving
ACK(FIN)

Closes transaction Transaction completion

Receiving EOF Sends ACK(EOF) Waiting for ACK(FIN)Waiting for
ACK(FIN)

FIN-timer expires Sends FIN again and set FIN-
timer

Waiting for ACK(FIN)

Transaction
completion

Figure 3 CFDP FSM Table: Receiver

FAILURE SCENARIOS

After Sender closes the transaction, Receiver can possibly be disabled to correctly close the
transaction if the implementation is such that Sender and Receiver can ignore any events regarding
the already closed transaction. Figure 4 and Figure 5 illustrate such scenarios. Consider that Receiver
transmits FIN and that it is correctly delivered to Sender. Then, Sender transmits ACK(FIN) and
closes the transaction. Suppose that the ACK(FIN) message is lost (error). Then, Receiver is
disabled to correctly close. Receiver ’s FIN timer will keep timing out, and Receiver will keep
retransmitting FIN messages. However, Sender will ignore those messages because Sender has
closed the transaction. In considering multiple transactions, we find two failure scenarios.

CASE 1: PROTOCOL ERRORS WHEN CLOSING TRANSACTION

See Figure 4 and event sequences statement.



Figure 4

1. Receiver sends FIN for a transaction (say for File A) with ID I*. Receiver sets FIN-timer.
2. Sender receives FIN, transmits ACK(FIN), and closes the transaction.
3. ACK(FIN) is lost or corrupted.
4. Receiver keeps transmitting FIN messages at events of timer expiration; Sender ignores them
5. Some time later, Sender initiates another transaction for another file (File Z) with identical

transaction ID I*. (Sender transmits M.)
6. Sender transmits FDs.
7. Receiver’s FIN timer expires. Receiver sends FIN again and sets FIN timer.
8. Receiver receives M with transaction ID I*; Receiver ignores it because Receiver already has

received M for the transaction ID I*.
9. Receiver receives FDs; they are ignored because Receiver already has received all the data

segments with Transaction ID I*.
10. Sender receives FIN before sending EOF. According to Sender’s perception, FIN has arrived

from Receiver even before the EOF is transmitted. Therefore, an anomaly can be detected.
However, the current standard does not prescribe Sender’s action in response to this event.
Due to the absence of specification, we first assume that Sender ignores this FIN message.

11. Sender transmits EOF message.
12. Receiver receives this EOF and transmits ACK(EOF).
13. Receiver transmits FIN
14. Sender receives ACK(EOF).
15. Sender receives FIN, transmits ACK(FIN), and close the transaction.
16. Receiver receives ACK(FIN) and close the transaction.

At the end of this event sequence, the new file that has a transaction ID I*, has not been delivered to
Receiver; yet, according to Sender’s perception, the file has been delivered to Receiver. This is



serious failure. In essence, the problem arises because Receiver is disabled to close the transaction
with ID I*, which has been for delivering File A. Eventually, Sender uses transaction
ID I*, again for some File Z. Receiver does not close the transaction with ID I* even after the
beginning of File Z’s delivery, and ignores all the FDs of File Z.

CASE 2: TRANSACTION LOST CASE WHEN CLOSING TRANSACTION

In this scenario, both Sender and Receiver think that a certain file has been delivered while it has
not. See Figure 5 and event sequences statement.

Figure 5

1. Receiver sends FIN for a transaction (say for File A) with ID I*. Receiver sets FIN timer.
2. Sender receives FIN and closes the transaction.
3. Sender transmits ACK (FIN).
4. ACK (FIN) is lost or corrupted.
5. Receiver’s FIN timer expires. Receiver sends FIN again and sets FIN-timer.
6. FIN is lost.
7. Sender initiates another transaction for another file (File Z) with identical transaction ID I*.

(Sender transmits M.)
8. M is lost.
9. Sender transmits FDs and EOF, and sets EOF-timer.
10. Receiver receives FDs and EOF but discards all of them, regarding them as duplicates.

Receiver sends ACK (EOF) for received EOF (although regarded as duplication).
11. Sender receives ACK (EOF)
12. Receiver’s FIN timer expires. Receiver sends FIN again and sets FIN-timer.
13. Sender receives FIN, transmits ACK (FIN), and closes the second transaction for File Z.
14. Receiver finally receives ACK(FIN) and regards it as ACK (FIN) for first transaction (for

File A). Closes the first transaction.



In this scenario, the second File Z is never delivered, but Sender will have concluded that the file has
been delivered. Since Sender thinks that the file is delivered, Sender may delete the file, and the file
may be lost!

DISCUSSION: CAUTION FOR IMPLEMENTATION

There are basically two elements that constitute the presented potential failure scenarios. First,
Sender does not send ACK(FIN) in response to a transaction’s FIN message after the transaction is
closed. Second, the same transaction Id might be used for delivering two different files. Regarding
the repetition of the same transaction Id, the transaction Id is defined by the triplet of Source ID,
Destination ID, and the transaction sequence number. In the CFDP PDU header the length of the
field describing the transaction sequence number field has a variable length. The maximum number
allowed is eight octets (64 bits). The reason for the variable length is to provide flexibility to be able
to save header fields when necessary. Even with the maximum length, the sequence number field
can only have finite length, so the sequence number must be used repeatedly for different
transactions eventually, although the maximum sequence number is extremely large. From more
practical point of view, if an implementation chooses to use short sequence number fields (e.g. one
octet), then the transaction Id sequence can wrap around soon. The failure scenarios provided above
serve as warnings for implementers. These scenarios also accentuate the importance of the Sender’s
acknowledging the reception FIN even after the transaction is closed. By assuring such
acknowledgement in implementation can significantly reduce the probability that failures such as the
above occur.

Now we address the following question. Suppose that Sender and Receiver send ACKs in response
to both EOF and FIN even after the transaction is closed. Is the operation then failure-proof?
Theoretically, the answer is no. Both failure scenarios presented in previous sections can still occur
theoretically. Suppose the that the Receiver starts receiving FDs of another file, say File Z, with the
same transaction Id as the previous file, say File A, before receiving the ACK(FIN) for File A. This
can theoretically happen in the following environment: i) the FIN-timer is extremely long possibly
due to long propagation delay; ii) ACK(FIN)s and/or FINs get lost consecutively; iii) there are so
many files transferred that the transaction Id is repeated soon. Therefore, the implementation must
take some caution in determining the length of the transaction sequence number field. The length of
the transaction sequence number field should be long enough that it can prevent occurrence of
failure practically by not wrapping around soon.
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